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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you for requesting formatting changes. They have been addressed as follows:

FORMATTING CHANGES:

(1) Title Page: Please note that the order of author in your manuscript file differ from those entered in the submission system - please correct so they are consistent with each other. THAT IS NOW CONSISTENT

(2) Abstract: The abstract of the manuscript should not exceed 350* words and must be structured into separate sections:
- Background
- Methods
- Results
- Conclusions

THIS HAS BEEN DONE AS ADVISED

Please minimize the use of abbreviations and do not cite references in the abstract. Please check the submission guidelines on the journal website for detailed information. Please see also our guide for writing an easily accessible abstract (https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.springer.com%2Fgp%2Fauthors-editors%2Fauthorsandreviewertutorials%2Fwriting-a-journal-manuscript%2Ftitle-abstract-and-keywords%2F10285522&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cp.robinson%40ucl.ac.uk%7C5e4296a822b14954157208d6ae86b5a5%7C1fafa8f88fa9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C636888290933758134&amp;sdatal=Bb6C5Bk1l0emRqNUrftUTT8ZyQmnWrmqkxz0lxg%3D&amp;reserved=0).

WE HAVE USED SOME ABBREVIATIONS, BUT DEFINED THEM ON FIRST USE AND REGARD THEIR USE AS CONTRIBUTING TO READABILITY. WE CAN REPLACE THEM IF THE EDITOR WISHES BUT WOULD PREFER NOT

(3) Manuscript Body: Please note that Research Articles require the following sections:

- Background
- Methods
- Results
- Discussion
- Conclusions
List of abbreviations

Please ensure that these sections are present and clearly labelled as described above. Please do check the submission guidelines on the journal website to ensure that your manuscript follows the correct structure for this journal and article type, and to ensure that you are aware of additional recommendations for formatting that will facilitate handling of your manuscript.

THIS HAS BEEN DONE AS ADVISED

DECLARATIONS SECTION:

We note that the Declarations section in your manuscript has not been completed and may be missing information. Please read the following information and edit your manuscript accordingly. Failure to adhere to our policies may result in rejection of your manuscript.

Please note that all manuscript submissions to BMC Psychiatry must contain a Declarations section which includes a response to each of the mandatory sub-headings listed below. Please refer to the journal's Submission Guidelines for information regarding the criteria for each sub-section:

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbmcpsychiatry.biomedcentral.com%2Fsubmission-guidelines%2Fpreparing-your-manuscript%2Fresearch-article&data=02%7C01%7Cp.robinson%40ucl.ac.uk%7C5e4296a822b14954157208d6ae86b5a5%7C1afa88feaa9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C636888290933768143%26sddata=UnQQv2O5a25VmwBP%2BbfS89c03tus%2BbSsl6ltHvDnCNUQ%3D%26reserved=0

Where a mandatory Declarations sub-heading is not relevant to your study design or article type, please write "Not applicable" in these sections.
For the 'Availability of data and materials' section, please provide information about where the data supporting your findings can be found. We encourage authors to deposit their datasets in publicly available repositories (where available and appropriate), or to be presented within the manuscript and/or additional supporting files. Please note that identifying/confidential patient data should not be shared. Authors who do not wish to share their data must confirm this under this sub-heading and also provide their reasons. For further guidance on how to format this section, please refer to BioMed Central's editorial policies page (see links below).

Declarations

- Ethics approval and consent to participate
- Consent to publish
- Availability of data and materials
- Competing interests
- Funding
- Authors' Contributions
- Acknowledgements

ALL DECLARATIONS ARE AS ADVISED

Further information about our editorial policies can be found at the following links:

Ethical approval and consent:
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.biomedcentral.com%2Fabout%2Feditorialpolicies%23Ethics&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cp.robinson%40ucl.ac.uk%7Ce4296a822b14954157208d6ae86b5a5%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C636888290933768143&amp;sdata=TzIOSE9TB43qfKLVGFZnwtDXvAGWRyt5SnJ7gDUYndI%3D&amp;reserved=0

Availability of data and materials section:
I hope that this addresses the issue raised and await your further communication.

Thank you

Dr Paul Robinson